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Shh Yeah, sorry It's not a fashionable thing to do, even if I do well Today, I want to spend a little bit of
my time in my own way I'm happy because I can take it and meet it As if I could choose one or two, I've
chosen the right one Thanks to SNS, I can get a happy family Because of SNS, I can touch the time of
words. Fer: Me encantan tus videos! Me inspiras un montón!! En donde se puede tomar el tour para
ver el monte fuji? Mariana: Y aprox cuánto te costó??? Giu Bovay: Dónde dormirías? Pinky: Una
pregunta; la suica card se puede usar sin internet??■ ■ Orhanzubair7: free work visa job Japan
grissaayala: @Abril Jimenez Valles andale vamooooos! ■ Pa ver a Hachiko ■ Brenda Venegas:
@Berenicerosaas Marylin_Revueltas: @Rog GO
https://www.tiktok.com/@robertaconmaleta/video/7307690427665091872 Can you do Tokyo in 3
days? Yes, it is possible to do Tokyo in 3 days, but you may need to prioritize which attractions and
activities you want to see and do during your visit. Some must-see sights in Tokyo that you could



potentially fit into a 3-day itinerary include: Day 1: - Visit the historic Asakusa district and explore
Senso-ji Temple - Explore the bustling shopping and entertainment district of Shibuya - Take a stroll
through the upscale neighborhood of Ginza - Check out the iconic Tokyo Tower or Tokyo Skytree for
panoramic views of the city Day 2: - Explore the traditional district of Yanaka and Ueno Park - Visit the
Meiji Shrine and take a walk through the tranquil Yoyogi Park - Experience the vibrant nightlife of
Shinjuku and visit the famous Robot Restaurant - Enjoy a meal at a traditional izakaya or try some
street food at the Tsukiji Fish Market Day 3: - Take a day trip to the historical city of Kamakura to see
the Great Buddha and Hase-dera Temple - Explore the trendy neighborhood of Harajuku and visit
Takeshita Street for unique shopping - Relax in one of Tokyo's many hot springs or onsen Remember
to factor in travel time between attractions and allow some flexibility in your itinerary in case you want to
spend more time at a specific location. Enjoy your time in Tokyo! Is 7 days enough to visit Tokyo? While
7 days can provide you with a decent amount of time to visit Tokyo and see some of its main
attractions, it may not be enough to fully experience everything the city has to offer. Tokyo is a bustling
metropolis with a rich cultural heritage, vibrant neighborhoods, and a wide range of activities and
sightseeing opportunities. If you only have 7 days, it is important to prioritize what you want to see and
do in Tokyo. You can explore popular neighborhoods like Shibuya, Shinjuku, and Ginza, visit iconic
landmarks such as the Tokyo Tower and Senso-ji Temple, experience traditional Japanese culture by
attending a tea ceremony or visiting a sumo wrestling tournament, and indulge in the city's
world-renowned cuisine. However, if you want to delve deeper into Tokyo's culture, history, and
entertainment options, you may want to consider extending your stay to fully immerse yourself in all that
the city has to offer. Ultimately, the length of your trip will depend on your interests and how much time
you have to spare for exploring Tokyo. Is Tokyo worth visiting? Yes, Tokyo is definitely worth visiting. It
is a vibrant and bustling city with a unique blend of traditional culture and modern innovation. From
exploring ancient temples and gardens to shopping in trendy neighborhoods and tasting delicious
cuisine, Tokyo offers a diverse range of experiences for travelers. Whether you are interested in
history, fashion, food, or technology, there is something for everyone to enjoy in this dynamic city. What
activities can visitors do in Tokyo? There are numerous activities that visitors can do in Tokyo, some of
which include: 1. Visit historical and cultural sites such as the Sensoji Temple, Meiji Shrine, and Tokyo
National Museum. 2. Explore the vibrant neighborhoods of Shibuya, Shinjuku, and Harajuku for
shopping, dining, and entertainment. 3. Take in panoramic views of the city from the Tokyo Skytree or
Tokyo Tower. 4. Experience traditional Japanese tea ceremonies and attend kabuki performances. 5.
Enjoy the bustling atmosphere of Tsukiji Fish Market and sample fresh seafood. 6. Visit the iconic
cherry blossom spots such as Ueno Park and Chidorigafuchi. 7. Relax in one of Tokyo's many parks
and gardens, including Yoyogi Park and Shinjuku Gyoen National Garden. 8. Indulge in delicious
Japanese cuisine, from sushi and ramen to tempura and wagyu beef. 9. Explore the quirky and unique
themed cafes and shops in Akihabara and Takeshita Street. 10. Join a traditional sumo wrestling match
or try your hand at traditional Japanese arts and crafts like calligraphy or origami.


